Pearl #242 - The Seven Mystery Thunders

The Seven Mystery Thunders (Rev. 10)
The Creator YHWH asks John in Revelation to seal the Seven Thunders
that declared His unexpected Wrath. It becomes the last stage of a Kosmos
curtain raised for the 2ndApocalypse with leftover events that was projected
after 2022 AD starting Yeshua’s Kingdom (1 Tishri 5783). Not educated in
high-tech science, John was told to hide the Seven Thunder events until the
Endtime. They close with a powerful angel outfitted with a rainbow over
his head, which can be confirmed in true science suppressed by the global
establishment elite. But anyone not brainwashed and still able to think in
logic can analyze the current worldwide political events not shown on local
TV, or watch some untrue leftover videos on YouTube. The mystery Seven
Thunders (Rev. 16) is proven by the historic Yeshua-Jesus Resurrection
(Acts 17:30-31) to fulfill after 2000 years every prophecy in a gigantic
Judgment combined with the Seventh Trumpet at the Endtime. (Rev. 11:15)
They will conclude with the ultimate purpose to restrict much Evil for
Mankind to commence the divine Kingdom of Light greatly expanded in
The Population Curve-Pearl #126, ending the Time-Dimension in 3018AD.
Breaking the Code of Seven Thunders in Revelation 10
(A previous web reference - Pearlette #19)

Thunder #1) Why a forbidden GMO-Transgenetic science technology
is copied from the Atlantis Civilization (2288 BC)
Thunder #2) Two Witnesses from the Heh dimension - Enoch Elijah
(Rev. 11:1-19)
Thunder #3) The Purpose of EVIL – the Mystery of Satan and Demons
Why do they come to earth? The First Woe (Rev. 9:1-12)
Thunder #4) Four Death Angels -The Second Woe (Rev. 9:13-19)
Thunder #5) The Last Armageddon War - Jacob’s Trouble (Zech. 13:7-9)
Thunder #6) The Dactyl Asteroid – God’s Wrath (Rev. 6:14, 16:18)
Thunder #7) The 7th Trumpet - Extraterrestrial Events (Rev. 19:1)

Therefore the sealed mystery of Seven Thunders will now be opened to
reveal the Wrath OF YHWH to this current civilization, and how an atheistic
World System will end as prophesied in the Bible, explained in this Pearl.
No wonder, almost everybody is educated in fake science, which confused
many Christian - Jewish theologians that believe falsified denominational
dogmas rejecting Truth. Please check the displayed main points of Prophecy.
1) The deity of Yeshua the Christ is verified when ruling His Kingdom.
2) Fake science taught in universities is replaced by The WORD. (John 1)
3) The Creator will eliminate all atheistic religions invented by Lucifer.
4) Mankind will promote 10 Commandments reduced from Kosmos Law.
5) Israel is specially blessed once more with a NEW covenant to fulfill all
Promises to benefit the whole world focused on a New Jerusalem.
6) The World System will end that wrecked the environment, altered the
climate with military weapons and genetic ruined the global food supply.
7) Evil plaguing mankind is greatly reduced during Yeshua’s Kingdom.
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Thunder #1
Why a forbidden GMO-Transgenetic science
technology is copied from the Atlantis Civilization
(2288 BC) incurring again God’s Wrath
Watching his creation, Yeshua the Christ predicted many events in His
Gospels that only recently occurred; hence they will soon be concluded.
Therefore this Pearl was amended once more to warn this modern world
civilization that they will perish similar to Noah’s divine judgments. Thus,
the Creator sealed the Seven Thunders until a generation became again
educated in wicked science that unlocked genetic modifications to endanger
Life already much vanished caused by psychopath FED-IMF bankers.
They suppressed the divine purpose for Mankind, which is now finally
revealed thus please check yet again a revised Pearl #300. (4-1-2020)
The history of Yeshua-Jesus the Christ is still rejected against thousands of
chronicled facts in the Torah-Bible that are suppressed by ultra rich Elite.
Every international institution and military cartels disregarded free Energy
for the last hundred years to implement absolute Evil to destroy all Life on
this earth. Each government is compelled and burdened with artificial debt
like a hangman’s rope. When Globalist Bankers started printing fiat money
they became psychopathic hence Satan put them under his absolute control.
They instigated and paid both sides of every World War, sowed unrest and
revolution to destabilize nations and murdered multi-million people.
Thus the Creator was forced to correct an atheistic society again through his
Wrath, as mankind never learns historic lessons of divine judgment like
Noah’s time (2288 BC), or Sodom and Gomorrah. When a civilization
ignores the Torah-Bible principles, it results in many grand deceptions and
lies: everyone should learn how to be saved from coming disaster. It is like
when vital organs are attacked by cancer, the body will ultimately die.
Perhaps some Babushka eggs recommend Truth watching the current signs
to begin divine judgment ending a wicked civilization running out of time.
Satan directed the Science Cartel to instigate a worldwide failure to collapse
international the food supply since most patents of GMO seeds no longer
germinate violating Kosmos laws. Foretold it will cause 75% of the world’s
population to perish. When unforgiving nature is genetically damaged by
Evil technology corrupting DNA genes, it is made even worse by assaulting
the trans-human gene pool. This will follow the same path to peak in
absolute Evil to result in the total extinction of much in nature.
Therefore, when atheistic evil scientists mix the intelligence of creation, it
has the effect of a wild bull in a china shop, leaving only utter destruction or
chaos. Thus, the food supplies will collapse worldwide in an enormous
breakdown caused by the Monsanto Cartel and sisters enforcing their GMO
technology after paying off government bureaucrats and many judges.
2014 August Breaking News - Mixing Human DNA with Animal DNA
Last days final hour news prophecy - October 16, 2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kvSrg8qT0hY
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The Monsanto cartel opened the steel door on the isolated Norwegian
Svalbard Island and raided many original saved seeds no longer available
globally. Most farmers are forced to buy patented Seeds labeled with a
number in every food store. If you buy Vegetable Seeds for your garden,
they will not germinate or sprout, thus “food” becomes extinct no longer
around for mankind. A worldwide food shortage has already started riots
not broadcast on local TV. Soon we will face panic in your neighborhood
seeing empty shelves, being a sign that people will worldwide perish when
an unforgiving nature is grossly violated with their cultures and religions.
Most GMO vegetables labeled organic are contaminated by insecticidesherbicides at the gene level. They permanently accumulate poison in our
bodies causing hundreds of unknown diseases to shorten Life. All is made
for obscene profits controlled by a patent number labeled on every fruit or
vegetable causing various virus-bacteria diseases to enrich lawyers, judges
and governments. Nature does not care if mortals became Evil as the
Creator programmed it to last thousands of years. If violated, it will follow a
higher order as explained in GMO Exposed, Babushka Egg book #4.
In a collapsing economy closely watched by YHWH, many nations will
look for a scapegoat like Israel experts in GMO assaulting nature. Now the
Creator is really angered by modified transgenic technology of half humanhalf animal. It will signal a repeat of God’s Wrath were mankind is judged
again and should have learned the lesson never to violate Kosmos laws.
Thus our imminent death will be certain; therefore make sure that your soulspirit is resurrected on the other metaphysic side. Do not believe the lies and
deception on TV but trust Yeshua-Jesus who called out for 2000 years,
“Anyone calling on my name will be saved.” No special knowledge is
required only need a commitment showing the intent of your heart.

Thunder #2
Two Witnesses from the Heh dimension, Enoch – Elijah
(Rev. 11:1-19)

YHWH’s written Word and Testimony was given to John to keep the
Endtime hidden for many lukewarm Christians. He was told to seal the
mystery scroll-book of noisy Seven Thunders and even eat it being sweet in
the mouth (Pe = 80), but turned the stomach acidic to reflect horrible events.
A worldwide fake Media will scream headlines of an AntiChrist Pope
united with an Islam Mahdi caliph messenger in the midst of a collapsing
world system preparing for the last Armageddon war. Just keep looking to
Jerusalem for two (2) powerful witnesses from heaven that previously lived
on earth. Elijah (Mal. 4:5) will explain the Seven Thunders and why Israel
recorded the history of mankind and Enoch is linked to prior GMO. They
signaled the return of Yeshua in His extraterrestrial spaceship with a million
angels. (Rev. 6:12-17) Both will be murdered causing Seven Thunders after
2022AD. Thus watch this video with the same corrected Julian calendar of
(4yr.) as Satan doesn’t know God’s Wrath linked to Pearl #300 [page 23]. It
will confirm the Apocalypse has ended - 1Tishri 5783, or Solstice 2023?
Walter Veith & Martin Smith - Is This The End? - What's Up Prof? 8 (4/23/2020)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6h4H1DHQzc
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The smaller scroll (Rev. 10) is a replica of the bigger Seven Seals Scroll (Rev.
6:1) being sweet to the taste, like fake science deceptions, but bitter to the internal
body system, which ends with the Apocalypse of the soon coming Kingdom of
Yeshua. All three connections were sealed to be invisible to mankind but
outwardly represented to the Seven Churches in minor Asia. (Rev. 1- 3) Since
Caesar Constantine, the Teaching of Jesus was perverted and combined with
many of Satan’s religions, which reached the lowest point during the Middle
Ages. The Bible was forbidden throughout Europe preached in strange Latin and
worse, forced people to pay for salvation not to suffer in an invented Fegefeuer
painted on every cathedral window.
However, the Creator YHWH appointed special people to reform the
Christian faith to restore and clarify what was originally taught to the Seven
Churches. Thus Christian denominations evolved when the Bible was
translated in many languages exposing forgotten truth linked to events of the
Seven Sealed Thunders revealed only on the Endtime. Check some
Babushka egg concept books and many Pearls will rationalize in true
science why the Thunder Angel has a rainbow over his head?
To convince skeptics of Eternal Life, we need five (5) witnesses to win a
case in any Court. So Jesus took three (3) mortal disciples to a mountaintop
(Luke 9:28) and met two (2) witnesses from heaven representing mankind.
One was Moses and the other Elijah, the oldest mortal men still alive on
earth representing Israel appearing again to conclude the Great Apocalypse.
They testified to the Roman world and Hebrew religion that Yeshua was
divine, and came with a mission to reveal an eternal Kingdom. The ancient
witness Elijah will confirm to Israel that our modern 21st Century World
Civilization was destined to perish again in the Wrath OF YHWH because
it is controlled by Satan. But Mankind will continue and grow to a larger
population for 1000yr. Teth Kingdom governed by divine Law. (Pearl #126)
A Christian renegade inventor with a penname Jonah-II believes that Enoch
& Elijah, the two persons appointed to reveal Kosmos truth, will not void
Daleth Dimension death laws. The Bible revealed that nothing above
Yeshua-Jesus exists to permit and cancel death. (Rom. 6:5-7) If one is born
mortal, he must die as confirmed in nature and Holy Scripture. Death is a
mystery many Christian denominations do not understand. (1Cor. 15:51-53)
The words “we shall not all sleep and.…the last trumpet” which means that
a Daleth body must return to dust conforming to Kosmos Law. Notice by
definition “Death” is followed by a “Grand Resurrection”. (1Thes. 4:13-17)
Those …caught up who are alive will not proceed… will die, but be instantly
resurrected leaving a dead body behind to return to dust or earth. The
Creator expressed his desires to special prophets on how to walk in his
statutes. (Ezek. 18:4-36, Deut. 10:1, Dan. 12:1-4) It is conditioned on repentance
to be righteous; consequently pronounced to live forever, as summed up:
1) Do not worship idols (money-objects) 2) Do not shed blood. 3) Do not
defile your neighbor’s wife or have sex on her impurity. 4) Do not oppress
the poor, but pay their debt. 5) Do not steal and rob, but feed - clothe the
hungry. 6) Do not take interest on loans or employ extortion. 7) Avoid
wickedness. He promised a Gift (v. 30) of a new Heart (body) & a new Spirit!
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Therefore a death-resurrection arrangement will be verified by Isaiah and
Enoch still mortal (Rev. 11:3, Mal. 4:5), standing like golden Lampstands
before the White Throne. Recently I discovered that time clocks in heaven
run 20 times faster, hence the two ancient messengers will show supernatural
power in Jerusalem for 63 earth days (1260/20) and proclaim worldwide the
eternal Gospel that Yeshua’s Kingdom is now coming. (Rev. 11:15)
Foretold, both witnesses are murdered and their bodies lie exposed for 3½
days causing great celebrations in Jerusalem by the atheistic world political
system that disputed, “We don’t accept visitors from heaven and reject their
message of a soon coming King, Yeshua-Jesus the Christ.” Consequently
YHWH responds again with His Wrath causing 7000 casualties in
Jerusalem ending with titanic earthquakes worldwide to finally terminate an
evil wicked atheistic civilization similar to Noah’s or Sodom & Gomorrah.
Summed up, Scripture teaches that each individual is programmed to die
and to be resurrected. Everyone born mortal in the Time Dimension will
kneel before a Judge to be evaluated for “Good or Evil” introduced in the
Garden of Eden, thus many are selected for Eternal Life. (Luke 16:19) But
mankind was destined for a detour to experience Evil, which corrupted the
World System to perish. It will continue free of evil at the arrival of Yeshua
the Christ in great power with millions of Angels and the resurrected Saints,
to start His everlasting Kingdom of Light giving mankind a 1000yr. Sabbath
rest. (Isa. 13:9-22, Rev. 11:3-14, 17:1) It is confirmed in true physics linked to the
first Bible page (Gen. 1:3) which explained Infinite Energy in Babushka
Egg Book #9 -The Ultimate Energy Engine and some Pearls. YHWH
designed Life forever still being fuelled by ∞ light not changed, hence is
linked to the Jod dimension explained in Pearl #300, after 1Tishri 5783?
How Close Are We Until The END (Jan.16, 2016)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XXX3wWK9la4

Thunder #3
The Purpose of EVIL
a Mystery Linked to Satan and Demons

Why do they come to earth? The First Woe (Rev. 9:1-12)

Most theologians claim, “No one knows the time.” They should consider
Noah’s schedule. He gave warning to his civilization for 17yr. (120 / 7) and
when the animals appeared was the signal for judgment. In our time a
scientist-inventor Jonah-II published many birth pang Apocalypse warnings
(2008-2022) and pointed to events foretold by Yeshua. (Matt. 25-26) Most
Revelation woes have arrived, like the closing door of Noah’s Ark, which
was shut from the outside by God. But this time we have more people lined
up, so the Creator will use his big spaceship (1800 miles across) known in
history as the Star of Bethlehem later identified in Revelation as the Golden
City. It is called the Bride of the Lamb described in detail. (Rev. 21:9-27)
Many will not survive the “Second Woe” of a world population spike, and
the collapsed global economy caused by psychopath FED-IMF bankers.
Hence a shrunken food supply linked to true science will cause worldwide
many riots (First Woe - black horse) to control a starving population. An
atheistic World Order will push for an international Peace-Party to unite
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most religions with Chrislam associated to an absolute evil government
ruled by an Antichrist dictatorship to control a worldwide population spike.
The key events of the Seven Thunders are explained in Babushka Egg #1
(page 101) when Yeshua met a greatly puzzled Satan watching every move
Yeshua-Jesus made since his birth. (Matt. 4:1-11) He wondered why he was
shrouded in a Daleth Dimension mortality paradox linked to a future
Messiah with a mission. But Lucifer never missed an opportunity to bargain
away his position to rule the world, so he offered it to Yeshua-Jesus in
exchange for equality as a deity. (Pearl #888)
John’s Revelation describes the last war in the heavenly Heh Dimension at
the Endtime that terminates Satan’s dominion (the Daleth Dimension)
ruling for 6000yr. (Rev. 12:7-12) He is physically cast out to appear
temporarily in our flat earth. Because he is so extremely dangerous with the
highest IQ, he is only allowed a very short time. Being very angry, he will
try to totally mess up the world’s political system and destroy this earth with
hi-technology summed up by this scientist-inventor Jonah-II in Pearl #233.
Satan lost both wars and is subject to Daleth Dimension laws controlling the
nature of physical-metaphysical entropy. Only then can he be put into the
nether-world prison for final assignments on the end of a temporal Time
Dimension were the old universe is terminated in a fiery imploding crash.
All leftover from Yeshua’s Kingdom are relocated to a new Jod dimension.
Thus Demon-Angels will appear on earth together with Satan to be judged
when the underworld doors are opened by the Fifth Angel serving the
White Throne. (Rev. 9:1-11) They were designed to live forever but received
an option to “die” available only in the Daleth dimension in a mortal body,
which is a better choice or live forever in outer darkness. This was illustrated
by Yeshua facing demons and 2000 pigs in the Gospel story. (Mark 5:1-20)
The Seven Thunder NEWS will go ballistic when 200 millions demons
literally possess mortal people to commit heinous crimes linked to the
Second Woe mystery. Nobody can explain why normal folks will commit
unexplainable felonies and randomly kill as many possible victims using
weapons obtained in their neighborhood. Similar to ISIS obeying the Quran
seen on TV will murder without any guild consciousness his father, mother
or even children if they switch to Christianity. An evil Islamic culture and
demon possession is a great evil paradox that can’t be explained in science.
Atheistic universities still teaching worldwide lies and deception will find
the answer only in the Torah-Bible. Divine revelation revealed the Second
Woe of Four Death Angels (Rev. 9:14) designed for a single purpose to kill
demons in the Seven Thunders to end again in YHWH’s Wrath.(Rev. 8:13)
Thus, the Beast system will round up many Christians and undesirables in
detention camps to be murdered. (Rev. 13:1-17) It will be the last warning and
a final test before the arrival of Yeshua in His spaceship (Star of Bethlehem)
suspended in the sky to wake up His “Saints” to govern a new society. A
special option of Grace was introduced to mortal Mankind and offered to
everybody Mercy unto Life, or Mercy unto Death confirmed on a historic
cross by Yeshua-Jesus. He guaranteed Eternal Life planned for a divine
Kingdom extended to a New Kosmos Earth after Tishri 5783 (2022)?
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Thunder #4
Four Death Angels - The Second Woe (Rev. 9:13-19)
By this time half of a worldwide population will have perished. Revelation
prophesied that the black horse rider will usher in a collapsing food supply,
screwed up international by GMO technology causing 75% of a world
population to die with demon possession (Rev. 6:8) observed on many local
MEDIA. Millions of people will daily perish hence perplex many atheistic
politicians supporting a wicked World Order fulfilled in Three Woe stages.
(Rev. 8:13) It was mentioned by Yeshua-Jesus to be the worst time never to
be repeated again like a replicated judgment during Noah’s time (2288 BC),
which is ending now with the last blast of the 7th Trumpet. (Rev. 11.15)
The Heh dimension is invisible to our minds, but can become visible like
Yeshua-Jesus using the same mortal path mentioned in the Gospels. Hence
an angel, Satan, got thrown out of heaven to end his last war on earth in the
Daleth Dimension. Only a Daleth earth (in this Time and this world) has
embedded mortality based on a Kosmos Laws. They were introduced in
the Garden of Adam & Eve with tree options to continue Eternal Life
given originally given to every angel, or end with Death, the 2nd option.
An angry Satan on earth (Rev. 13:16) will mark the world population with
his Beast sign to be possessed by 200 million demons. (Rev. 9:1-11) They
will cause heinous crimes never experienced before. [Page14] Perhaps Satan
could be attached to a human body too, but will utilize the most influential
politician causing utter amazement gone wild on every TV, or is projected
by a computer image? However, knowing God allows Satan only a limited
time to open the gates of technology to destroy all of mankind and nature
trying to prove that he is more powerful than the Creator. (Pearl #233)
Therefore, demons having been created on higher entropy level can only
die in the Daleth Dimension to be subordinated to physics of mirror-imaged
thermo-dynamic laws. Thus, creatures from the other Heh metaphysic side
of a superior angelic level can only be removed by higher angels from the
top of the creation scale. Thus, five (5) Death Angels were especially
created for the singular purpose of executing demons and one third of
mankind eliminated without mercy (Rev. 9:18) because of concentrated
wickedness and cosmic rebellion against a holy Creator. (Rev. 13:1-10)
They matched a previous Hebrew math formula: 1+4=5. One Death Angel
was mentioned throughout the Torah-Bible killing people in ancient Egypt
by selecting every firstborn human and animal (Exod. 1:5), which destroyed
Pharaoh’s dynasty. Later he is mentioned again killing 180,000 soldiers in
front of Jerusalem. (2 Kings 19:35) But a similar selection is referenced in the
Revelation by extra four (4) Death Angels globally killing people…one is
taken, the other is left alive…(Matt. 24:40) A falsified dogma bypassing
death to avoid God’s Wrath is taught by many theologians. (Matt. 25:41)
Thus, they will fail to meet Yeshua in the sky and perish in the Apocalypse.
It required five (5) specialized Death Angels to totally terminate Satan.
Therefore an Islamic religion plus four million (2/3) of Israel’s populace will
perish (Zech. 13:8) linked to a gigantic reduction of the 2nd population spike.
As foretold, it is concluded in Jerusalem in a last Armageddon World War,
perhaps can be dated on a recent holiday Yom Yerushalayim 5/29/2022?
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Thunder #5
The Last War at Armageddon - Jacob’s Trouble
(Zechariah Chapter 14)

There are many warnings given in the Torah that describe terrible Endtime
events assigned to forty (40) pennamed Prophets only understood with
today’s high-tech science knowledge. The last war is fought around
Jerusalem to end like a historic Gideon party where a few soldiers watched
a massive army self-destruct and perished in a huge spectacle. (Jud. 7:12-25)
Please check the horrible viruses warning by a Prophet Zechariah detailed
for atheists in Babushka Egg Book #11-On That Day. (Zech.14:12)
Now this will be the plague with which the YHWH will strike all the
peoples who have gone to war against Jerusalem; their flesh will rot while
they stand on their feet, and their eyes will rot in their sockets, and their
tongue will rot in their mouth. It will come about in that day that a great
panic from the YHWH will fall on them; and they will seize one another's
hand, and the hand of one will be lifted against the hand of another.

The Prophet Jeremiah warned a remnant of Israel that went to Egypt for
safety. (Jer. 44:1) All perished when divine commandments by YHWH
were ignored and not repented. It could be mirror repeated in our time by
two offices given to Yeshua the Christ for his Kingdom of Light. One is
legislative, King of Kings, Lord of Lords and the other is a High Priest.
Maybe Pearl #120 should be amended - How many Men will be Left in the
Land of Israel after the Tribulation Jacob’s Trouble? Thus, the Creator
chose from Israel 144,000 priestly Saint Witnesses since 588BC, appointed
from the twelve scattered Tribes for his future Sainthood administration.
(Rev. 7:2) They wait in heaven, like the two witnesses Enoch & Elijah.
Jacob’s Trouble will end with 144,000 witnesses from heaven (Rev. 14:1),
which are the resurrected Saints for Israel and were historically gathered
from across mankind for 2500yr. (Rev. 7:3) Thus Israel is governed again by
a resurrected King David. He will repair the environment and reestablish the
ancient Hebrew territory promised to Abraham with a new divine covenant.
The Torah-Bible indicates in (Zechariah 13:8) that only one third of Jews
living in Israel will survive a worldwide Apocalypse linked to Jacob’s
Trouble. Presently about 6-7 million Jews live in Israel; therefore, two thirds
or 4 million people will not survive another Jewish holocaust. But YHWH
has planned survivors to repopulate the earth to continue mortal mankind
during the millennial Teth-Age with Israel to be the head-nation governed
by a resurrected King David. They will literately fulfill the promise made to
Abraham to increase like the stars in heaven if we count them, but gigantic
earthquakes, as prophesied, will split Jerusalem elevated to a high mountain
eager to build a different worship center like a pyramid. (Ezek. 40)
Underneath the foundation is the source of two large rivers: one will run into
the Mediterranean Sea, the other the Salt Sea, changing the climate in Israel.
It means that all religions worshiping Satan will be obsoleted and destroyed.
All Christian antique church buildings, famous Islamic mosques and
eastern temples will be totally wiped out with their ancient cultural treasures.
Thus, the Footstool of YHWH bought for 50 silver coins by King David
will become more special. It will be the headquarters of 70 nations as the
seat of a New United Nations in a rebuilt Jerusalem to express a mix of
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unique cultures from their original ethnic backgrounds. It will repeat again
like an Atlantis Civilization that vanished without a trace recorded by Noah
in 2288 BC. The battle at Armageddon becomes the graveyard of the last
century, which will take seven (7) months to sanitize the land promised to
Israel and collect millions of bodies between two rivers: Euphrates to the
Nile. The dead remains are piled up in a pyramid meant as a memorial to
remind the next generations of God’s Wrath. Only Bible prophecy has
foreknowledge, much was collected in many Babushka egg concept books
and various pearls to widen knowledge horizons projected after 2023.
And seven women shall take hold of one man in that day, saying, “We will
eat our own bread, and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy
name; take thou away our reproach.” In that day shall the branch of
Jehovah be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the land shall be
excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel.
And it shall come to pass, that he that is left in Zion, and he that remained in
Jerusalem, shall be called holy, even every one that is written among the
living in Jerusalem; when the Lord shall have washed away the filth of the
daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood of Jerusalem from the
midst thereof, by the spirit of justice, and by the spirit of burning.
And Jehovah will create over the whole habitation of mount Zion, and over
her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by day, and the shining of a flaming
fire by night; for over all the glory [shall be spread] a covering. And there
shall be a pavilion for a shade in the day-time from the heat, and for a
refuge and for a covert from storm and from rain. (Isaiah 4:1-5 ASV)

The prophet Isaiah introduced the Apocalypse in chapter three, as he looked
through a distant prophetic telescope identifying mountain peaks. It is linked
to invisibly sealed 144,000 men (Rev. 7:4) designed for a special purpose.
They could be the resurrected Saints (Rev. 14:1) historically gathered in
heaven since 588 BC like the appearing of mortal witnesses Isaiah & Enoch,
announcing a new civilization to start Yeshua’s Kingdom from Jerusalem.
So the above chapter says that there will be seven women to one man ratio.
Most men will have been killed in the conflict as the Israel’s army run out of
ammunition only saved by Yeshua from the sky, thus women and children
will be predominant among the survivors. So if we apply the 1:7 ratio by
multiplying 144,000 men x 7 women = 1,008,000 people. Since we have
assumed a mean average where the number of children equals the number
of adults, then 1 million children can be added to reach the 2 million figure,
being one third of the 6 million Jews living in Israel today.
Once more, we should not make too many assumptions about family
structure from this analysis. The 144,000 sealed men and (7) seven women
ratio will be the startup population mix of the restored nation of Israel to be
governed by Yeshua-Jesus, King of Kings and Lord of Lords. They will be
given a special honor as the founding citizens of a new civilization. Also, the
initial two (2) million surviving Israelis will be increased by migrations of
scattered Israelites back to the Promised Land during the early years of the
millennium, which is truly a homecoming as prophesied by numerous Old
Testament prophets. (Isaiah 11) Yeshua gave Israel final warnings; hence
take it very seriously. (Rev. 22:10) Perhaps the redeemed 144,000 Israeli Saints
could each have a divine job in a Melchizedek High Priest Order (Heb. 5:6) to
serve many future planets of kibbutz settlement expanding the Jod dimension?
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For this reason watch the eyeball of YHWH when touched again! He will
react now with Seven Thunders matching Gideon’s story (Judges 7), thus
ending the great Second Apocalypse increased by a population spike.
The portal of death is similar going through a door to live forever designed
for a Jod dimension. Make sure our sins are forgiven! (Ezek. 18:26-28)
Ultimately YHWH will force many nations together and gather for a last
Armageddon war to repeat yet again His Wrath of a prophesied Judgment
recorded in Israel’s ancient history. It will remind mankind of an Adam
covenant linked to the Ten Commandments and suggested chapter of the
prophet Zachariah. All is based on a Hebrew Alphabet Number System that
could decode the Seven Sealed Thunders linked to the Seventh Trumpet.
(Rev. 15:5) It could date prophecy linked to Passover 5782 (4/16/2022)?

Thunder #6
The Dactyl Asteroid - GOD’S WRATH
(Rev. 6:14, 16:18)

Several years ago I wrote about the Seven Thunders and should have
investigated Daniel revealing divine revelation to a Babylon Emperor. He
decided to execute all his wise advisers not able to interpret his dreams.
(Dan. 2) However the text exposed a “stone” from heaven ending the last
World Civilization. It is of course not a Dactyl Asteroid invented by a
NASA’s deception, similar to a televised fraud of an impossible moonwalk, and worse recently censured truthful science and removed sixteen
(16) million videos from the web by YouTube to keep everybody ignorant.
Every time when I talk to a younger person as a retired inventor-scientist
will be surprised of their ignorance. This current generation is poorly
educated in the basic fundamentals of physics learned as a kid during the 8th
grade in a German public school (1940). Now much of atheistic fake
science deteriorated similar to visiting a turkey ranch and observe their
social behavior. Just throw your latest computer telephone into the turkey
crowd and watch their noisy reaction, or mention in a Patent department
“perpetual motion” and watch their response. Is it no wonder why turkeys
never evolved beyond a monkey brain to benefit many atheistic PhDs? It is
similar to our present generation could they understand true science or read
books anymore? “Why is historic knowledge still suppressed and changed
to counterfeit science enforced to a general public? Perhaps a free Web was
recently obsoleted still enforcing an atheistic fake evolution religion taught
in international universities to keep a world population ignorant.
Thus YouTube videos are censured like totally free electricity demonstrated
by Nicola Tesla in a parking lot (1920). He displayed a wireless brightly lit
light-tube 8ft. long witnessed by the New York City’ mayor, governor, and
his political cronies. Currently hundreds of free energy videos are removed
from the web that showed joyful teenagers and truck drivers driving around
using Hydrogen gas generated from water, which was demonstrated by the
German schoolteacher Hoffman! For a century true science was suppressed
by NYC-IMF bankers who rewarded anyone that monopolized polluting Oil.
If you want to be a millionaire, read Energy for Dummies #1, or compare
Bible facts of Pastor Ray Stedman 1972, forgotten in most churches.
http://www.raystedman.org/thematic-studies/prophecy/the-shaking-of-the-earth
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To acquire a full science forum linked to prophecy, read free Babushka
Egg Pearls exposing many Bible paradoxes outlined in Seven Sealed
Thunders. Many theologians don’t understand YHWH-Wrath mysteries;
why not get right with the Creator who went to a lot of trouble to save us
from certain damnation. God wanted to know if we are honest and believe
his Torah-Bible book, or consider atheistic fake science and believe the
current web theory deceptions attached to atheistic lies.
Studying nature will overlay truths like a caterpillar story, only a few are still
around, they are destined for a cocoon death to become possibly a butterfly?
The Bible illustrated it that Satan on the other side is waiting to collected
dead butterflies pinned as trophies exhibited in his evolution science
museums. Only a trustworthy Bible teaches that my savior Yeshua-Jesus
has proven his love to die for me on a horrible cross and paid a Kosmos
violation that condemned me to eternal death. My amended Pearl #300
attempted to show that some will get Probation linked to a pre-miniresurrection. It takes a little investment of your life: no one can decide for
you. Check out why seven (7) billion people are so special that no one has
the same thumbprint or eye pattern to open a locked door or bank account,
linked to Plan for Mankind by a famous scientist of mathematics.
John Lennox: The Living Word and the Creation of Humankind at the 2017
Xenos Summer Institute (March 16, 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrOPoETsm6Y

But YHWH used true technology designed one notch higher and looks at
our mind. He can evaluate our intent, which could tip the teeter-totter
balance on the last day to decide: Mercy onto Life or Mercy onto Death.
Get smart and be informed when Eternal Life is offered, just read the
headline in the Bible to expand a Mind. You don’t need theologians to
confuse but discover that the Seven Sealed Thunders will make lot of noise,
like the Seven Trumpets sounding off warning only recorded in Bible
history. There is more, the Seven Seals with thunder storms and lightening
to repeat the experience of Seven Veils, all revealed the Wrath of YHWH.
Yeshua-Jesus foretold that the Apocalypse will be like Noah’s time where
billion populations perished in one day which was warned in our time by
another pennamed Jonah-II appointed to write free Babushka Egg Books
& Pearls. He discovered divine knowledge revealed in small steps to
correct fake science believed by atheists educated in biased lies & deception.
Once more the Creator YHWH-Yeshua has warned mankind of His
judgment similar to an ancient Atlantis-Noah’s civilization that genetically
changed much Life on earth linked to wicked Sodom and Gomorrah
adopting a wrong life style. Thus a recent world population soon will perish
in God’s Wrath but this time the creator employed a different penalty of
judgment sealed in Seven Thunders meant for the Endtime. (Heb. 12:26)
To widen knowledge horizons and correct a faulty world calendar beyond
Solstice 2015, perhaps the Seal of the Seven Thunders is now open. The
Prophecy of God’s Wrath will soon see a totally destroyed Jerusalem
together with an atheistic World System after 1Tishri 5783 (8/26/2022)?
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Thunder #7
The Seventh Trumpet - Extraterrestrial Events (Rev. 19:1)
Many video presentations have been permanently erased on YouTube like
a flat stationary earth disk hypothesis that created a frenzy in Pearl #271.
The Catholic Church owns 95% of telescope observatories and postulated
for 400 years a theory of a spinning ball globe encircled by many planets. It
is replaced with a better third viewpoint as proposed New Donut Atom
Theory - Babushka Egg Concept Book #6, because the speed of light
was recently measured 300 times faster by Princeton University.
Thus, our sun is really smaller and closer to support a stationary flat earth
surrounded in a rim of ice (fake South Pole) that would require a firmament.
(Gen. 1:6) It is now proven by rockets that are suddenly stopped by a frozen
ceiling of a solid dome. It is confirmed in Physics experiments that the trust
of rockets will not work in space vacuum of zero cold Kelvin temperature.
Thus hundreds of videos are disappearing fast on a web, or check new
discoveries in Babushka eggs. The word “Dome” should be widened to
Domain or Dimension because (Gen. 1:7) was poorly translated “water” as
MEM = 40 could mean “Time” analyzing a universe stated by (HANS) Hebrew Alphabet Number System, which is described in the Annex,
Apocalypse Prophesied 2008-2015 - Babushka Egg Concept Book #1
Examining prophecy with newly discovered true science could decipher the
Seven Thunders mystery that could lead to a NYC atom-mushroom event.
(Rev. 18) Perhaps the Plan for Mankind is concluded after 2023 with bigger
NEWS when YHWH will finally constrain Evil and jail Satan under the
earth, not allowed to plague Mankind anymore during Yeshua’s Kingdom.
The infinite Creator loved mankind and to continue Eternal Life created a
special Daleth earth dimension demonstrated with two Resurrections. But
mortals need assurance, thus He revealed His name to Moses as YHWH
(Exod. 3:12) and became visible in the Gestalt of Yeshua - Jesus the Christ.
After Lucifer-Satan’s rebellion the angels could no longer be trusted thus the
eternal God created mankind on a two-stage system explained in nature like
a caterpillar-cocoon-butterfly analogy. When Satan gave birth to Evil, it was
turned into a DNA immunity system to safeguard future resurrected life by
inoculating mortals with a large dose of Evil to prevent further infections.
Genesis 2 describes the beginning history of the earth linked to the Daleth
Dimension centered on a Tree of Eternal Life in the Garden of Eden.
Perhaps the Knowledge Tree was placed in a different area? Eve’s body
glowed in brilliant light but was designed to have children. Perhaps she
watched the animals have babies and wondered how her desire could be
answered visiting the Knowledge Tree of Good or Evil, but ignored the
declaration of Death, which became an opportunity for Satan to deceive.
When Eve sinned, the light was turned “Off” now changed to mortality,
hence her children will face death subject to nature. Thus, a Garden of Eden
story was planned to inoculate a future sinless Saint with Evil to safeguard a
Jod dimension linked to procreate Life in a new Adam-Yeshua’s 2nd Race?
Please hurry to get Eternal Life with a last minute prayer like a crucified
thief, “Lord remember me in your kingdom,” and got his assured answer,
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“Today you will be with me in my eternal kingdom.” (Luke 23:42) Yeshua’s
divine promise is still available for this fast collapsing civilization with very
few leftover survivors from an Apocalypse to witness a heavenly event
(Dan. 7:9-18) that will confirm mankind’s redemption with a brightly lit
golden traveling space satellite (Rev. 21:9) arriving in the sky.
He will return (Rev. 19:11-21) revealed in Seven Seals (Rev. 8) with Seven
noisy sealed Thunders to reduce again a world’s population to limit Evil
with his Wrath. Re-establishing the 10 Commandments will totally change
a new global society detailed in Pearl #126 - The Population Curve According
to the Bible.

When mortality is cut short, “Time” will end, thus everyone is destined to
kneel down before a White Throne to be evaluated in good or evil for a Jod
dimension. Nature shows that each individual must complete a divine
purpose: like a seed to bear much fruit must first die. Yeshua’s Kingdom is
the fruit stage for mortals, which will close “all” of creation related to a Time
Dimension. It is finalized on earth by three Apocalypse spikes (2288BC,
2018AD & 3018AD) and two Grand Resurrections framed by a divine
purpose designed for a Hebrew schedule 6000-1000yr. The human race will
continue mortality with millions of disadvantaged simple folk ignorant of
divine Grace and millions of orphaned babies. It will set in motion the
“Resurrection” of many Spirit-Souls who died now rewarded with a Gift of
a new body to continue Eternal Life prophesied in the Bible. Thus during
Yeshua’s Kingdom the population is greatly increased by millions who
died too young during 6000yr. of Satan’s domain to live mortal again like
the witnesses of Isaiah & Enoch.
Mankind will end in judgment therefore everyone must pass a test similar to
Probation stated by a Judge. But this time to survive the 2nd Apocalypse
will again be supplied with heavenly manna (Exod. 16:23, Josh. 6:12) after
many earthquakes shifted continents. These unexpected events will trigger
the greatest historic incidents ending with the last foretold judgment in
Jerusalem. After the prophesied War at Armageddon an atheistic wicked
world system (Dan. 2:14) will be totally destroyed and only a small saved
global population is leftover. But a new civilization will emerge to grow
much larger during Yeshua’s Kingdom.
YHWH offered everyone a free Gift of Eternal Life and will decide who is
evil to die again, (Ezek. 18:26-28) and those determined good will sleep to be
reborn with a new body-mind to obtain endless Life. Many disadvantaged
people who died too early will get Probation to live mortal again. Some are
destined to be an exclusive Saint (Pearl #888) appointed to Sainthood. Thus
Mankind’s special purpose will be finalized by an early Resurrection to
restore the earth and implement a future Adam-Yeshua 2nd Race.
It all happens when Yeshua comes back in his huge traveling Golden City
(Star of Bethlehem) levitating in the clouds to fulfill every divine prophecy
for future generations and finished with Seven Thunders known in (7)
Bowls. (Rev. 16) Perhaps the Creator YHWH stated a final date seventy
times in “On That Day”- Babushka Egg Book #11 buried in Daniel’s
Addendum (Dan. 8:14), uncovered by a pennamed Jonah-II once more
amended because prophecy was reveled in small steps Pearl #300 [page 23]?
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The Seventh Thunder Echo (Rev. 19:1-21)
1) After this I heard what seemed to be the loud voice of a great multitude in
heaven, crying out, “Hallelujah! Salvation and glory and power belong to
Yeshua-Jesus our God, for his judgments are true and just; for he has
judged the great prostitute who corrupted the earth with her immorality,
and has avenged on her the blood of his servants. “Once more they cried out,
“Hallelujah! The smoke from her goes up forever and ever.” And the twentyfour elders and the four living creatures fell down and worshiped YHWH
(God) who was seated on the throne, saying, “Amen. Hallelujah!”
And from the throne came a voice saying, “Praise YHWH our God, all you his
servants, you who fear him, small and great.”
The Marriage Supper of the Saints
6) Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a great multitude, like the roar
of many waters and like the sound of mighty peals of seven thunders, crying
out, “Hallelujah! For YHWH (the Lord) our God the Almighty reigns.
7) Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the Lamb
has come, and his Bride has made herself ready; it was granted her to clothe
herself with fine linen, bright and pure”—for the fine linen is the righteous
deeds of the saints. (Pearl #888)
And the angel said to me, “Write this: Blessed are those who are invited to the
marriage supper of the Lamb.” And he said to me, “These are the true words of
YHWH (God).” Then I fell down at his feet to worship him, but he said to me,
“You must not do that! I am a fellow servant with you and your brothers who
hold to the testimony of Yeshua-Jesus. Worship YHWH, our God.” For the
testimony of Yeshua-Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.
The Rider on a White Horse
11) Then I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse! The one sitting on it
is called Faithful and True - in righteousness he judges and makes war. His
eyes are like a flame of fire, and on his head are many diadems, and he has a
name written that no one knows but himself. He is clothed in a robe dipped in
blood, and the name by which he is called is The Word of YHWH (God). And
the armies of heaven, arrayed in fine linen, white and pure, were following him
on white horses. From his mouth comes a sharp sword with which to strike
down the nations and he will rule them with a rod of iron. He will tread the
winepress of the fury of the wrath of God the Almighty. On his robe and on
thigh has a name written, Yeshua-Jesus - “King of Kings and Lord of Lords.”

God’s Wrath – Seven Thunders
17) Then I saw an angel standing in the sun, with a rainbow around his head
(Rev. 10:1) and with a loud voice he called to all the birds that fly directly
overhead “Come, gather for the great supper of God, to eat the flesh of kings,
the flesh of captains, the flesh of mighty men, the flesh of horses and their
riders, and the flesh of all men, both free and slave, both small and great.” And I
saw the beast and the kings of the earth with their armies gathered to make
war against him who was sitting on the horse and against his army. And the
beast was captured, and with it the false prophet who in its presence had done
the signs by which he deceived those who had received the mark of the beast
and those who worshiped its image. These two were thrown alive into the
lake of fire that burns with ∞ fire. And the rest were slain by the sword that
came from the mouth of him who was sitting on the horse, and all the birds
were gorged with their flesh…

Ending the 21st Century Civilization with Seven Thunder Bowls
(Revelation 15:5 – 16:1-21) calculated after Solstice 2023
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